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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper we use the terminology and notation introduced
w xin 5]7, 11, 13 . In particular, K is an algebraically closed field and we
 .  .denote by I, U a finite poset i.e., partially ordered set with respect to
the partial order U . We shall write i $ j if i U j and i / j. For the sake of
 .simplicity we write I instead of I, U . We denote by max I the set of all
< <maximal elements of I and I will be called an n-peak poset if max I s n.
Let KI be the incidence K-algebra of the poset I, that is, KI is the
 .K-subalgebra of the full I = I-matrix algebra M K consisting of allI
w x  .  .matrices l in M K such that l s 0 if i Uu j in I, U . We recall fromi j I i j
w x  .13 that the socle soc KI of the right KI-module KI is projective and the
global dimension of the algebra KI is finite.
 .We denote by mod KI the category of finitely generated right KI-mod-
 .  .ules and by prin KI the full subcategory of mod KI consisting of all
 .prinjective modules, that is, modules X in mod KI having a projective
resolution of the form
0 ª P ª P ª X ª 0,1 0
where P is a projective module and P is semisimple projective KI-mod-0 1
 w x.ule see 9, 11, 13 .
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The poset I is said to be of tame prinjective type resp. of finite, wild,
.  . fully wild prinjective type if prin KI is of tame representation type resp.
.of finite, wild, fully wild representation type . Similarly, we say that I is of
 .  .  wlinear resp. polynomial growth if prin KI is also see Section 2 and 11,
x.Chap. 14; 6; 8; 14 .
Posets of finite prinjective type and of fully wild prinjective type are
w x w xcharacterised in 13, 6 , respectively. It was shown in 9, 5 that if I is a
poset of tame prinjective type then the Tits quadratic form q : Z I ª Z ofI
w xI is weakly nonnegative. The converse implication was proved in 7 for
chain reducible two-peak posets I, but it remains an open problem for
arbitrary n-peak poset I with n G 2.
One of the main aims of this paper is to prove that the converse
implication holds for two-peak thin posets in the sense of Definition 3.1
below. We prove the following result.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that K is an algebraically closed field and I is a
finite poset ha¨ing exactly two maximal elements ) and q. Moreo¨er, we
suppose that I is thin in the sense of Definition 3.1 below. Then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a The poset I is of tame prinjecti¨ e type.
 . Ib The Tits quadratic form q : Z ª Z defined by the formulaI
q z s z 2 q z z y z z# y z z 1.2 .  .   I j i j i j q
jgI i$j i$) j$q
jfmax I
 . Iis weakly nonnegati¨ e, where z s z is a ¨ector in Z ¨iewed as aj jg I
 .function z: I ª Z, j ¬ z j s z .j
 .c The poset I does not contain as a peak subposet a poset isomorphic
to any of the one-peak enlargements of the Nazaro¨ a's hypercritical posets
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 .  .  .  .  .N s 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 , N s 1, 1, 1, 2 , N s 2, 2, 3 , N s 1, 3, 4 , N s N, 5 ,1 2 3 4 5
 .  w x.N s 1, 2, 6 see 11 or any of the 41 posets listed in Table I, which are6
w xhypercritical in the sense of ¨ . Hohne 4 .È
A subposet I X of I is said to be a peak subposet if I X l max I s max I X.
Our second main result of this paper is Theorem 4.1 which asserts that a
two-peak thin poset I of tame prinjective type is of polynomial growth see
w x.8 if and only if I does not contain as a peak subposet any of the posets:
Remark 1.3. Some of the posets presented in Table I are not thin and
from the point of view of Theorem 1.1 could be omitted. However, we
include them here, because in this way Table I consists of all minimal
two-peak posets J for which the Tits form q is not weakly nonnegativeJ
 w x.see 5, Theorem 5.5 .
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of Theorem 3.15 and Corollary 3.16
proved in Section 3 for socle projective representations of I by applying
w xthe peak reduction technique introduced in 8 . We associate with any thin
two-peak poset I and a peak p in I the p-reflection one-peak poset SX Ip
y Sp
X I I  .described in Lemma 3.7, the Z-linear map s : Z ª Z 3.12 and thep
y y Sp
X I I  .Xdefect quadratic form q s q y q ( s : Z ª Z 3.13 . The mainI S I I pp
tool for the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the full dense functor SX : I-spr ªp
X  . w xS I-spr 3.6 introduced in 8 , which reduces the problem from two-peakp
thin posets to one-peak posets and allows us to apply Nazarova's character-
 wization of one-peak posets of tame representation type see 11, Theorem
x.15.3 .
By applying Theorem 1.1, Theorem 4.1, and the covering technique
w x w xdeveloped in 10, 12 for bipartite stratified posets we get in 15 a simple
characterization of a class of orders of tame lattice type and of polynomial
growth.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .Throughout we denote by mod R the category of finitely generated
 .right modules over a ring R. Given X in mod R and an integer t G 0 we
denote by X t the direct sum of t copies of X.
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 4We denote by I a two-peak poset with max I s p, q . For any j g I we
set
=  4j s i g I ; i U j . 2.1 .
w x We recall from 13 that the category I-spr of peak I-spaces or socle
.projective representations of I over the field K is defined as follows. The
 .objects of I-spr are systems M s M of finite dimensional K-vectorj jg I
v  .spaces M such that M : M s [ M for all j g I, p M s 0j j p p jpg max I
 .for j U p g max I and p M : M for i $ j g I, where p is the com-j i j j
p
X
j Xv vposed map M ª [ M ¨ M and p is the direct summandp jj$ pg max I
projection. By a map f : M ª MX in I-spr we mean a K-linear map f :
v X v  . XM ª M such that f M : M for all j g I. It is clear that I-spr is anj j
additive category, has the finite unique decomposition property, and is
closed under taking kernels and extensions. The category I-spr has Auslan-
der]Reiten sequences, source maps, and sink maps.
If I has a unique maximal element ), then the notion of a peak I-space
  4. w xcoincides with the notion of a I _ ) -space in the sense of Gabriel 2
 w x.see also 3, 11 .
w xWe recall from 13 that there exist two additive functors,
Q
X
QI I6 6mod KI I-spr prin KI , 2.2 .  .  .sp ;
 .where mod KI is the category of socle projective right KI-modules. Thesp
functor QX is an equivalence of categories, whereas the functor Q is full,I I
dense, and preserves representation types and the growth properties.
Given a prinjective KI-module X the coordinate vector of X is the
 . Ivector cdn X g N defined by the formula
cdn X j s dim top X e if j f max I ; .  .  . .K j
s dim Xe if j g max I. 2.3 . .K j
By the coordinate support of X we shall mean the poset
csupp X s j g I ; cdn X j / 0 : I 4 .  .  .
 w  X.x.which is a sincere subposet of I see 11, 5.0 if X is indecomposable.
 . I IWe associate with a poset I the bilinear form b }, } : Z = Z ª ZI
defined by the formula
b x , y s y x q x y y x y . 2.4 .  .   I i j p p i p
iUjfmax I pgmax I pgmax I i$p
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 . I IWe associate also with b the symmetric bilinear form }, } : Q = QI I
ª Q defined by
1x , y s b x , y q b y , x . 2.5 .  .  .  . .I I I2
 .We note that if q is the Tits quadratic form 1.2 , thenI
q x s b x , x s x , x . .  .  . II I
Throughout we shall use freely the terminology and notation introduced in
w x11, 13, 5, 7, 8 .
 .Assume that N is a subcategory of mod KI . By an indecomposable
object of N we shall mean an object X of N which is an indecomposable
KI-module.
We say that N is of finite representation type if there are only finitely
many indecomposable objects of N up to isomorphism.
The category N is said to be of tame representation type if it is not of
finite representation type and for every m G 1 there exist functors
Ã1. Ã r . w xN , . . . , N : ind mod K t ª mod KI . . .1
 .forming an almost parametrizing family for the full subcategory ind Nm
consisting of representatives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable
 w x.objects in N of K-dimension m see 11, Chaps. 14, 15 . This means that
Ã j.  j.  j. . w xN s } m N and N is a K t -KJ-bimodule which is finitelyK w t x
Ã1. Ã r .w xgenerated as a K t -module for j s 1, . . . , r and Im N j ??? j Im N
 .contains up to isomorphism all but finitely many objects in ind N .m
1  .We denote by m m the smallest possible cardinality of an almostN
 . Jparametrizing family for ind N . Given a vector ¨ g N we denote bym
1  .m ¨ the smallest possible cardinality of an almost parametrizing familyN
for the category of indecomposable objects X in N such that cdn X s ¨ .
w x  .Following 11, Section 14.4 we say that N is of linear resp. polynomial
1  .growth if there exists an integer g such that m m F gm for any m G 1N
 1  . g .resp. m m F m for any m G 2 .N
The poset I is said to be of tame prinjective type resp. finite, wild
.  . prinjective type if prin KI is of tame representation type resp. finite,
. wild representation type . Similarly, we say that I is of linear resp.
.  .polynomial growth if prin KI is also.
w x  .It follows from 13, Proposition 2.15 that prin KJ is of tame represen-
 .tation type resp. linear, polynomial growth if and only if J-spr is of tame
 .representation type resp. polynomial growth .
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3. THIN TWO-PEAK POSETS OF TAME PRINJECTIVE
TYPE
From now on we restrict our considerations to two-peak posets I, with
 4max I s p, q , which are thin in the sense of the following definition.
 4DEFINITION 3.1. A two-peak poset I with max I s p, q is called thin
provided
 . = =a the set p l q is a chain, that is, a linearly ordered subposet of
I,
 . = =b neither p nor q contains as a peak subposet any of the
 .following one-peak enlargements of the critical posets K s 1, 1, 1, 1 ,1
 .  .  .  .  w x.K s 2, 2, 2 , K s 1, 3, 3 , K s N, 4 , K s 1, 2, 5 of Kleiner see 11 .2 3 4 5
The tameness criterion given in Theorem 1.1 for two-peak thin posets I
will be proved in this section by reducing the study of I to the study of the
X  .  .one-peak poset S I 3.5 via the functor 3.6 defined below. A descriptionq
of the poset SX I and the proof of Theorem 1.1 will follow from theq
following eight lemmata.
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that I is a thin poset which does not contain as a
Ã1 Ãpeak subposet any of the hypercritical posets P and P . Then there exists a7 8
 .  .peak in I say the peak p g max I such that the following condition ) isp
satisfied:
 . =) The poset p does not contain as a peak subposet any of thep
one-peak enlargements of the critical Kleiner's posets K , . . . , K , and if p=1 5
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contains a poset of the form
then the maximal element c of p= l q= is less than or equal to at least two
y  4elements of P _ p .2
 .Proof. It is easy to check that if the condition ) does not hold forp
any peak p g max I then I contains as a peak subposet the hypercritical
1Ã Ãposet P or P . This finishes the proof.7 8
Assume that I is a thin poset containing no peak subposets isomorphic
to the hypercritical ones and assume that p g max I satisfies the condi-
 .tion ) . Denotep
 4 = =C s c $ c $ ??? $ c s c s p l q ,1 2 m
G s i g p= ; i is incomparable with c , 4
D s i g p= ; c $ i $ p . 4
Recall that a garland is a subposet of the following poset
 .LEMMA 3.3. a The poset G is a garland.
 .  4  4b For any c g C _ c , the set j g G; j is incomparable with c isi i
 .empty or linearly ordered.
 . X X Xc If a, b, d and a , b , d are triples of pairwise incomparable points of I
such that a, b, aX, bX g G and d, dX g D, then d is comparable with dX.
 .  .  .Proof. The statements a and b are direct consequences of ) . Inp
 . X  .order to prove c assume that d is incomparable with d . By a we can
X X  4  X X4 = Uassume that a, b # a , b or a, b s a , b . Since p does not contain K ,1
dX is comparable with one of a, b. Then dX is greater than one of a, b and,
X Xhence, it is comparable with at least one of a , b , a contradiction.
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Consider the following sets:
D s c g D; there exist a, b g G such that a, b, d are pairwise0
4incomparable ,
a, b  4D s d g D; a, b, d are pairwise incomparable ,0
X  = 4C s i g p ; i is incomparable with c .my 1
 . a, bBy Lemma 3.3 c , the sets D and D are linearly ordered, whereas by0 0
 . XLemma 3.3 b , the set C is linearly ordered.
We shall use the exponential notation of coordinate vectors introduced
w x  . Iin 11, 11.88 ; that is, the vector cdn X s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g N is written in the1 t
form
cdn X s 1¨ 1 2¨ 2 ??? t¨ t ,
where we omit j¨ j if ¨ s 0 and we set j¨ j s j if ¨ s 1.j j
 = .LEMMA 3.4. Let y be an indecomposable module in prin Kp .
 .a The module y is uniquely determined by cdn y up to isomorphism.
 .b If ye / 0, then cdn y belongs to the setc
X  4  4= J s c ; c p; c g C j ac p; c g C , a, c are incomparablep i i i i i i
j abcp, abcp2 ; a, b g G are incomparable 4
j abcdp2 ; a, b g G are incomparable, d g Da , b . 40
 .c dim ye F 1.K c
 .  = .Proof. a follows from the fact that prin Kp has a finite preprojec-
 w x.tive component see 11, Theorem 11.44 .
 .  .  4  4b Let S s csupp y _ p . Then S s c or S is one of they y i y
w xsincere one-peak posets of finite type listed in 11, Theorem 10.2 . Note
that C l S is not empty. Let x be the minimal element of C l S . Ify y
 .x / c then by Lemma 3.3 b the set of elements of S which are incompa-y
rable with x is empty or linearly ordered. A case by case inspection of
 .  .sincere posets of finite type shows that S is isomorphic to F 1 or F 1, 1 .y
 .If x s c then by Lemma 3.3 b the following property is satisfied:
 .  4q the set j g S ; j is incomparable with x is empty or ay
subposet of a garland.
A case-by-case inspection of sincere posets of finite type shows that
 .there is a point x g S such that the property q holds if and only if Sy y
 .  .  .  .is one of the posets F 1 , F 1, 1 , F 2 , F 2, 2 and x s c is the minimal
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point of the longest chain in S . Thus the statement follows from they
 wdescription of sincere representations of the above posets see 11, Section
x.10.7 .
 .  .  w  .x.c follows from b see 8, Lemma 2.9 c .
w xFollowing 8 we shall reduce the study of the two-peak poset I to the
study of the one-peak poset
SX I s ind I j I _ p= 3.5 .  . .p p , c
 w x.  .see 8, 4.9 , where ind I is a fixed set of representatives of thep, c
isomorphism classes of indecomposable prinjective Kp=-modules y such
that ye / 0. We define the partial order relation U in SX I to be thec p
relation generated by
 . =i i U j, if i, j g I _ p and i U j in I,
 .  . =ii x U j, if x g ind I , j g I _ p and xe / 0 for some c g Cp, c c ll
l j=,
 .  . =iii x U y, if x, y g ind I and there exists a Kp -homomorphismp, c
f : y ª x such that the restriction fe : ye ª xe of f to ye is nonzero.c c c c
 . w xIt follows from c in Lemma 3.4 above and 8, Corollary 4.10 that
 X . XS I, U is a one-peak poset and the peak q of I is the peak of S I.p p
w xMoreover, by Corollaries 3.5 and 4.7 in 8 , there exists a full dense functor
SX : I-spr ª SX I-spr 3.6 .p p
which preserves and reflects tame representation type and polynomial
growth.
From now on we shall identify indecomposable prinjective Kp=-modules
y with their coordinate vectors cdn y.
 .Note that according to Lemma 3.4 b for any indecomposable y in
 = .prin Kp with ye / 0 the set S s csupp y is contained in G j C j Dc y 0
 4 X  .  X.  . X Xj p . If we set I s I _ D _ D , then ind I s ind I and S I is0 p, c p, c p
isomorphic to SX I. Hence we can assume without loss of generality thatp
D s D is linearly ordered.0
Define the relation ; in G by setting i ; j if and only if i s j or i is
incomparable with j. Since G is a subposet of a garland, ; is an
equivalence relation. Let G s Gr; .
The set G is linearly ordered with respect to the order - given by i - j
for i $ j, where i denotes the ; -equivalence class of i.
Assume that
 4G s g - g - ??? - g .1 2 r
In this notation each element g g G is a subset of G containing one orj
two elements.
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LEMMA 3.7. Under the abo¨e notation the poset SX I has the shapep
where J 1 J means t $ s for all t g J , s g J ; H ª H X means thatj jq1 j jq1
there is no relation hX U h with h g H, hX g H X, and
v   44   4J s c p; c g C _ c j ac p; a g G, c g C _ c , a, c are in-0 i i i i i
4comparable and the partial order relation in J is defined by the formulae0
ac p U bc p , if c U c , and b is greater or equal than one of a, c ,i j i j i
ac p U c p U c p , for c U c .i i j i j
v  4  4J s acp , if g s a g G.t t
v
a, b  4  4if D s d $ d $ ??? $ d and g s a, b g G.0 1 2 s t
The remaining relations are
v c U ac p, c U c p, c U c , if ac p, c p g J and c U c ,i j i j i j j j 0 i j
v c U x, if c g C and x g J j J j ??? j J ,i i 1 2 r
v ac p U bcp, if b # c or b # a,i i
v
Xa c p U abcp, if each of the elements a, b is # than one of thei
elements aX, c ,i
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v
2 2c p U abcdp and c p U abcp , if one of a, b is # than c ,i i i
v
X 2 X 2a c p U abdcp and a c p U abcp , if one of a, b is # than one ofi i
aX,c ,i
v X Xx U y, if x g J , y g J and g - g ,t t t t
v x U cp, if x g J j J j ??? j J j C,0 1 r
v
=  .x U j, if j g I _ p , x g ind I and xe / 0 for some c U j,p, c c ii
v
=the relations in I _ p induced by the partial order of I.
Here always a, b, aX, bX g G, d, dX g D and c g C.i
Proof. First let us consider the points in SX I which are neither inp
I _ p= nor in C. They correspond to the indecomposable prinjective Kp=-
=   .modules as well as to the indecomposable peak p -spaces see 2.2 and
w x.11, Lemma 11.33 .
  4. X  =  X.  4.Note first that C _ c q C q p _ C j C j c is a splitting de-
=  w x.composition of p . Then the splitting lemma see 11, Lemma 8.1 shows
that the category p=-spr divides into two classes: one induced from
 X  4  4.  = .  4.C j C j p _ c -spr and one induced from p _ C j c -spr.
Moreover, the first class is closed under successors in p=-spr, and the
 w  .x.second one is closed under the predecessors see 11, Lemma 12.7 a .
 X .  = .This induces the partition of S I _ C _ I _ p into J and the set ofp 0
 = .  4.points corresponding to the peak p _ C j c -spaces.
X  = .  4 XDenote by I the poset p _ C j c and consider peak I -spaces. It is
easy to see that for any t s 1, . . . , r the relations inside J are exactly thoset
described by Lemma 3.7. In order to see the relations between subposets
J it is enough to check that under the assumption g ) g in G thet t s
following relations hold:
 . 2  4  4a abcp # a b cp if g s a, b and g s a , b ;1 1 t s 1 1
 .  4  4b abcp # a cp if g s a, b and g s a , and1 t s 1
 . 2  4  4c acp # a b cp if g s a , g s a , b .1 1 t s 1 1
The position of elements of C and cp in SX I is clear. The checking thatp
the remaining relations are exactly those described in the lemma is left to
the reader.
a, b  4LEMMA 3.8. Let D and G be as abo¨e, and let a, b g G.0
 . Xa If a g S I is comparable with acp, then a is comparable withp
abcp2 and with abcdp2 for any d g Da, b.0
 .b If a is comparable with acp, but is not comparable with abcp, then
a s c p or a s bc p for some c U a and c Uu b.i i i i
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 . =Proof. a The statement is clear if a g I _ p . If a U acp, the state-
ment follows from the relations acp U abcdp2, abcp2. If a # acp and
 4 Xa f J , where g s a, b then it follows from the description of S I givent t p
in Lemma 3.7 that a # abcdp2, abcp2. If a g J , then again by Lemma 3.7,t
2 a, b 2  .a is equal to abcd p for some d g D or abcp , and a follows.1 1 0
 .b If a # acp, then a # abcp. Assume a U acp. Since a Uu abcp we
have a f C, because C 1 J for any t s 1, . . . , r. If a g J for somet t
g g G then Lemma 3.7 yields a U abcp, and we get a contradiction. Ift
a g J , then a simple combinatorial analysis shows that a s aXc p or0 i
a s c p for some c , which is comparable with a and is not comparablei i
with b. Assume the first case holds and note that if aX / b then aX U a, b
and, hence, a U abcp, a contradiction.
The description of the partial order relation in the poset SX I given inp
the above lemmata can be summarized by Table II below.
Let us recall that the one-peak enlargement of the Nazarova]Zavadskij
 w x.poset N Z see 11 is the following poset:
 .U  .  .Given a poset L isomorphic to N Z denote by L L , U L , and
 .  4  4  4I L the subsets of L corresponding to subsets 1, 2 , 3, 4 , and 5, 6 of
 .UN Z , respectively.
LEMMA 3.9. Let I be a one-peak poset and L : I. Let x g L, y f L, and
x, y f max L be such that for any l g L if y is comparable with l then x is
X  4  4comparable with l. We set L s L _ x j y .
 . U U Xa If L is one of the Nazaro¨ a's hypercritical posets N , . . . , N , then L1 6
contains one of the Nazaro¨ a's posets as well.
 .  .U Xb If L is isomorphic to N Z then L contains one of the Nazaro¨ a's
 .Uposets or it contains N Z .
 . L  .Proof. a There exists a vector ¨ g N such that q ¨ - 0. Here weI
view vectors from NL as elements of N I via the natural embedding. Let ¨ X
X .  . X . X .be the vector defined by ¨ i s ¨ i for i / x, y and ¨ x s 0, ¨ y s
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 .  .¨ x . Denote by w s ¨ y ¨ x j , where j is the standard basis vector ofx i
Z I corresponding to i g I. Note that
2q ¨ s q w q ¨ x q 2¨ x j , w , .  .  .  .  .I I x I
2Xq ¨ s q w q ¨ x q 2¨ x j , w .  .  .  .  .I I y I
 .  .   ..and our assumption yields j , w F j , w see 2.5 . Consequently,y I x I
 X .  . w x Xq ¨ F q ¨ - 0 and we conclude from 11, Theorem 15.3 that LI I
contains a Nazarova's hypercritical poset.
 .  .b Assume first that x g I L . Then y is incomparable with any
 4 X  .element of L _ x . Hence L is isomorphic with L. Assume x g L L .
 .Since x is incomparable with any point in I L and with the remaining
 .  .  4element of L I then so is y. Let U L s l , l . If y U l and y U l ,1 2 1 2
then LX is isomorphic to L and the statement follows. If y U l , but y g l ,1 2
then LX contains as a peak subposet the Nazarova's poset NU. If y is2
incomparable with both elements l , l then LX contains NU. Finally, if1 2 1
 .y # l or y # l then y is comparable with the element of L L different1 2
 .from x, a contradiction. Similarly we deal with the case when x g U L .
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LEMMA 3.10. Suppose that SX I contains as a peak subposet a poset Lp
isomorphic to one of the Nazaro¨ a's posets. Then SX I contains as a peakp
subposet a Nazaro¨ a's poset LX with the following properties:
 . X 2 2i L does not contain the points abcp , abcdp for any a, b, d.
 . X X X X Xii if L contains abcp and a b cp, then abcp s a b cp.
 . X Xiii if L contains the point abcp, then L does not contain points
cX, cX p,aXcX p such that cX U a and cX U b.
2  . XProof. Suppose that abcp belongs to L. By Lemma 3.8 a , if a g S Ip
is comparable with acp then it is comparable with abcp2.
Looking at Nazarova's hypercritical posets we see that one of the
elements acp, bcp does not belong to L. Let acp f L. Then we can
interchange abcp2 with acp; that is, we consider the poset
X 2  4L s L _ abcp j acp . 4
 . XBy Lemma 3.9 a , the poset L contains a Nazarova's poset such that the
number of elements of the shape abcp2 in LX is smaller than the number
of such elements in L. Inductively we can find a subposet of SX I isomor-p
phic to a Nazarova's poset containing no points of the shape abcp2. In the
same way we remove from L the points of type abcdp2.
Suppose now that two different points abcp, aX bXcp belong to LX. Assume
that abcp $ aX bXcp. Since aXcp, bXcp # aX bXcp in SX I then one of aXcp, bXcpp
X X X  .does not belong to L . Suppose that a cp f L . From Lemma 3.8 b it
follows that there is no point in SX I comparable with aXcp and notp
comparable with aX bXcp, because otherwise there would exist a point
cX g p= l q= such that cX U aX and cX Uu bX. Thus p= would contain a
subposet and we get a contradiction with the assumptions on I.
Hence we can interchange aX bXcp with aXcp; that is, we can find in the
poset
X  X X 4  X 4L _ a b cp j a cp
a Nazarova's poset with a smaller number of points of type abcp than LX
has.
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Suppose now that we have a Nazarova's poset LX : SX I satisfying thep
 .  . X X Xconditions i , ii of lemma. Suppose that abcp, a g L , where a is c , c p,
or aXcX p for some cX U a, b. Similarly as above, one can see that one of the
elements acp, bcp}let us say acp}does not belong to LX. If there is no
point in LX comparable with acp and not comparable with abcp, then, as
above, we interchange abcp with acp. Otherwise suppose that b g LX is
comparable with acp and not comparable with abcp. Then by Lemma
 . Y Y Y = = Y3.8 b b s c p or b s bc p for some c g p l q such that c U a and
cY Uu b. Since cX U a, b, cY Uu b, and the set p= l q= is linearly ordered it
follows that cY # cX and, hence, b # a . Moreover, bcp does not belong to
LX, because otherwise LX would contain a subposet
It is easy to see that Nazarova's posets contain no such subposet. More-
over, there is no point g in SX I comparable with bcp and not comparablep
 .with abcp, because otherwise there would exist, by Lemma 3.8 b , a point
cZ g p= l q= such that cZ U b and cZ Uu a, which is impossible. Thus, as
in the former cases, we interchange abcp with bcp. Proceeding this way we
X  .  .can obtain a poset L satisfying conditions i ] iii .
COROLLARY 3.11. If the Tits quadratic form q X is not weakly nonnega-S Ip
ti¨ e, then there exists a ¨ector ¨ g ZSp
X I satisfying the conditions:
 X.  .X1 q ¨ - 0,S Ip
 X.  . X2 ¨ a G 0 for all a g S I,p
 X .  . 2 23 ¨ a s 0, if a s abcp or a s abcdp for some a, b, d,
 X .  .  .4 ¨ a s 0 or ¨ b s 0, if a s abcp / b s a b cp,1 1
 X .  .  . X X X X X5 ¨ abcp s 0 or ¨ a s 0, if a s c , c p or a c p for some a and
cX U a, b.
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Proof. We find a peak subposet L of SX I which is isomorphic to ap
 .  .Nazarova's poset and satisfying the conditions i ] iii in Lemma 3.10.
X L  X.  wThen there exists a vector ¨ g N such that q ¨ - 0 see 11, TheoremL
x. X SpX I15.3 . We take for ¨ the vector ¨ treated as a vector in N by putting
 X .  X.zeros outside L. Clearly, such ¨ satisfies the conditions 1 , 2 . Moreover,
 .  .  .conditions i , ii , and iii of Lemma 3.10, which are satisfied by the poset
X X X .  .  .L, imply the conditions 3 , 4 , and 5 , respectively.
w  .  .xFollowing 5, 4.4 ; 8, 5.7 we define the Z-linear map
sy: ZSp
X I ª Z I 3.12 .p
mapping the coordinate vector of an indecomposable projective module P
 X .in prin KS I to the coordinate vector of the indecomposable prinjectivep
X   ..  .module M over KI such that S Q M ( Q P . In the standard basesp
  .4  4 SpX I IXe a , j of Z and Z , respectively, this map is given by thea g S I j jg Ip
formulae:
sy e j s j , . .p j
sy e cX s j X , . .p c
sy e cX p s j X q j , . .p c p
sy e acX p s j q j X q j , . .p a c p
sy e abcp s j q j q j q j , . .p a b c p
sy e abcp2 s j q j q j q 2j , . .p a b c p
sy e abcdp2 s j q j q j q j q 2j , . .p a b d c p
X = = = = = y SpX I .where c g p l q , a, b, d g p _ q , j g I _ p . It is clear that s Np
: N I.
 .We define also the quadratic form called defect of q ,I
qy: ZSp
X I ª Z, 3.13 .I
y .  .  y ..Xby the formula q ¨ s q ¨ y q s ¨ .I S I I pp
Suppose that qy has the formI
qy ¨ s g ¨ a ¨ b , .  .  .I a b
X
a , bgS Ip
where g s g for any a , b.ab ba
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 .LEMMA 3.14. a If g - 0, then one of the following conditions holds:ab
 Y . 2 21 a or b equals abcp or abcdp for some a, b, d.
 Y .2 a s abcp / b s a b cp for some a, a , b, b .1 1 1 1
 Y . X X X X3 One of a , b equals c , c p, or a c p and the other one equals abcp
for some aX, cX, a, b, such that cX U a, b.
 . Xb If q is not weakly nonnegati¨ e then so is q .S I Ip
 .Proof. The statement a can be proved by direct calculations using the
explicit formulae for sy and both quadratic forms. For convenience of thep
  .4  4Xreader we present a part of them. Let e a , j be the bases ofa g S I j jg IpSpX I I  .  .Z and Z as before. Let }, } be the symmetric bilinear form 2.5I
associated with q . It is easy to check thatI
1 if i s j,¡
1 if i , j f max I are comparable,2~j , j s .i j I 1y if one of i , j is a peak and i , j are comparable2¢
0 otherwise.
 . XAlso we consider the bilinear form }, } ; this of course behaves inS Ip
the same way on the basic vectors of ZSp
X I.
  .  ..  y  .. y  ...XIt is clear that g s e a , e b y s e a , s e b .a , b S I p p Ip
Assume that b g I _ p= and a f I _ p=. It follows from the definition of
y X y  ..Xs that an element j with c g C is a summand of s e a if and onlyp c p
X  y  .. y  ...if c is comparable with b in I. But this means that s e a , s e bp p I
   .. Xs e a 0, e b and g s 0.S I a bp
Now assume that a s abcp, b s cp for some a, b. Then a is compara-
X 1  .  .. Xble with b in S I and e a , e b s . Moreover,p S I 2p
sy e a , sy e b s j q j q j q j , j q j s 0. .  . .  .  . .p p a b c p c pI I
1Hence g s .ab 2
 .Continuing this way one can prove statement a by case-by-case inspec-
y  .. y  ..tion of possible values of s e a and s e b .p p
 . XFor the proof of b suppose that q is not weakly nonnegative.S Ip
According to Corollary 3.11 there exists a vector ¨ g NSp
X I satisfying
 X.  X.  . y .1 ] 5 . We conclude from a that q ¨ G 0 and, hence,I
q sy ¨ s q X ¨ y qy ¨ - 0. .  .  . .I p S I Ip
y .Since all coordinates of s ¨ are nonnegative, the form q is not weaklyp I
nonnegative.
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Now we are able to prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.15. If I is a thin two-peak poset and the Tits quadratic form
q : Z I ª Z of I is weakly nonnegati¨ e, then I-spr is of tame representationI
type.
X  .Proof. Let us consider the one peak poset S I 3.5 for some p g max Ip
 .satisfying the condition ) in Lemma 3.2. By the properties of thep
X  . Xfunctor S 3.6 the category S I-spr is of tame representation type if andp p
 w  .x.  . Xonly if so if I-spr see 8, Theorem 3.3 c . By Lemma 3.14 b , q isS Ip
weakly nonnegative. Thus we conclude from Nazarova's theorem that
SX I-spr is of tame representation type and, hence, I-spr is of tamep
representation type.
COROLLARY 3.16. If I is a two-peak thin poset and q : Z I ª Z is the TitsI
quadratic form of I, then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a The category prin KI is of wild representation type.
 .  .b The category prin KI is of fully wild representation type.
 . I  .c There exists a ¨ector ¨ g N such that q ¨ - 0.I
 .  .d There exist modules U and V in prin KI satisfying the following
three conditions:
 .  .  .i End U ( End V ( K,K I K I
 .  .  .ii Hom U, V s Hom V, U s 0,K I K I
 . 1  .iii dim Ext U, V G 3.K K I
 .e The poset I is not of tame prinjecti¨ e type.
 .f The category I-spr is not of tame representation type.
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalences b m c m d follow from Theorem 1.2 in
w x  w x .6 see the proof of Lemmata 3.6 and 3.8 in 6 for details . The implica-
 .  .  .  .tion b « a is obvious, the equivalence a m e follows from the
 .  w x.tame]wild dichotomy for prin KI see 1; 5, Theorem 3.14 , and the
 .  .equivalence e m f is a consequence of the properties of the adjustment
 .   ..functor Q : prin KI ª I-spr see 2.2 mentioned in Section 2. Since theI
 .  .implication f « c follows from Theorem 3.15, then the proof is com-
plete.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 1.1. The equivalence a m b follows from Corol-
 .  . w xlary 3.16. Since the equivalence b m c was proved in 5, Theorem 5.5
 w x w x.for any two-peak poset I see also v. Hohne 4 and Zeldich 17 , the proofÈ
is complete.
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4. THIN TWO-PEAK POSETS OF POLYNOMIAL
GROWTH
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that I is a thin two-peak poset of tame prinjecti¨ e
type. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a The category prin KI is of polynomial growth.
 .b The poset I does not contain as a peak subposet any of the following
posets:
The proof will depend on the following two results.
 4LEMMA 4.2. Assume that I is a thin two-peak poset, max I s p, q and
 .p is a peak satisfying the condition ) . Assume that the Tits quadratic formp
q is weakly nonnegati¨ e, the poset SX I contains a peak subposet L isomor-I p
 .Uphic to N Z , and I is minimal with respect to that property; that is, no
proper peak subposet of I has this property. The following statements hold:
 .a The maximal point c of C is maximal in I _ max I.
 . = =b The posets I s p _ C and I s q _ C contain no triple of pair-p q
wise incomparable elements, where C s p= l q=.
 . 2Proof. a Suppose that L contains a point of the shape abcdp . If
 .one of the elements acp, bcp does not belong to L then, by Lemma 3.8 a
 . X Xand Lemma 3.9 b , there exists a peak subposet L of S I containing ap
 .U 2 XNazarova's poset or N Z and such that abcdp f L . By our assumptions
 .and Lemma 3.14 b the first case does not occur. If acp and bcp belong to
 4  .L, then acp, bcp s L L and they are comparable with an element of
 . 2U L which is not comparable with abcdp . This is a contradiction because
 .of Lemma 3.8 a .
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Thus we can assume that L does not contain points of the form abcdp2.
Let I X s I _ D. It follows that SX I X contains L as well. By the minimalityp
of I we see that D is empty.
Now assume that there exists an element l g L such that c $ l $ q.
X  = .Then x U l for any element x g S I _ I _ p . It follows that all maximalp
 4 = =points of L _ q are contained in I _ p . Hence I _ p contains the poset
KU , which contradicts the fact that I is thin.1
 .b Suppose that three incomparable elements x, y, z belong to Ir
 .for some r g max I. By a , they are incomparable with c. Then the
 4 = Usubposet x, y, z, c, r : r is isomorphic to the Kleiner's critical poset K ,1
which contradicts the assumption that I is thin.
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that minimal thin two-peak posets of tame
prinjective type and of nonpolynomial growth are upper chain reducible to
w xa one-peak poset j I in the sense of Definition 4.6 in 7 .c
w xFor this purpose we recall from 7, Corollary 3.13 that, under the
assumption that the element c is maximal in I _ max I and I s r= _ Cr
contains no triple of pairwise incomparable elements for r g max I, the
chain reflection of I with respect to C is the poset
Ã Ãj I s C j I j I disjoint union , 4.3 .  .c p q
Ã   4.  4  4where I s I _ r j r j s k t; s, t are incomparable in I for anyr r r
 4  4r g p, q , r is a new element associated with r and s k t s s, t . The
partial order relation in j I is an extension of the partial order U inc
  4.   4.C j I _ p j I _ q by the following new relations:p q
Ã .a r $ u for all u g I ,r
 .  .b u U s k t m u U s or u U t ,
 .  .c s k t U u m s U u and t U u ,
 . X Xd s k t U s k t m each of the elements s, t is less than or equal
to one of sX, tX.
 .e x U c for all x g j I.c
w xIt follows from 7, Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.13 that I-spr is of tame
 .representation type resp. polynomial growth if and only if j I is of tamec
 .representation type resp. polynomial growth . We shall use this fact in the
following consideration.
LEMMA 4.4. The posets T , T , T are of tame prinjecti¨ e type and of1 2 3
nonpolynomial growth.
Proof. It is easy to see that the posets j T for i s 1, 2, 3 containc i
 .UN Z but do not contain any of the Nazarova's hypercritical posets
U U w xN , . . . , N as a peak subposet. Thus by 11, Theorem 15.3, Theorem 15.891 6
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they are tame of nonpolynomial growth. By the properties of the reduction
 .I ¬ j I 4.3 , mentioned above, are also the posets T , T , T . The detailsc 1 2 3
are left to the reader.
THEOREM 4.5. A thin two-peak poset I is a minimal poset of tame
prinjecti¨ e type and of nonpolynomial growth if and only if I is isomorphic to
one of the posets T , T , T .1 2 3
 4Proof. We assume that max I s p, q .
``« '' It follows from Lemma 4.2 that a minimal thin two-peak poset
of tame prinjective type and of nonpolynomial growth is upper chain
reducible. In particular, the posets I s p= _ C and I s q= _ C containp q
no triple of pairwise incomparable elements. Moreover, the poset I is of
 .polynomial growth if and only if so is j I 4.3 . Hence if I is not ofc
w xpolynomial growth then, according to 11, Theorem 15.89 , j I contains asc
 .Ua peak subposet a poset L isomorphic to N Z .
ÃAssume first that the poset I is linearly ordered. In this case I isq q
 4   ..linearly ordered and closed under successors in j I _ c see 4.3 ; hencec
ÃL l I consists of at most one point. Since q is not comparable with anyq
UÃ Ã 4  .  4  .element outside I j c then L _ I l L j q contains N Z . Hence,q q
 4  .by the minimality of I, we have I s q . The condition ) of Lemma 3.2q q
is obviously satisfied. The one-peak poset SX I is not of polynomial growthq
 .U w x  . and therefore it contains N Z 11, Theorem 15.89 . Since ind I seeq, c
 ..3.5 does not contain a poset isomorphic to
 .  .we see that L L j U L is contained in I . It is easy to see that in thisp
< <situation C G 2. Hence I contains T and consequently I s T .1 1
Next we assume that each of the posets I and I contains a pair ofp q
incomparable elements. Since I does not contain a hypercritical poset, Ip
and I are subposets of a garland. If one of the posets I , I contains twoq p q
different pairs of incomparable elements then I contains T and, by the2
minimality, I s T .2
Assume now that a , b g I and a , b g I are the unique pairs of1 1 p 2 2 q
incomparable elements in I and I , respectively. Then it is easy to checkp q
Ãthat a , b and a , b are unique pairs of incomparable elements in I and1 1 2 2 p
Ã  .I , respectively. Note that the set of all elements of j I 4.3 which areq c
Ã Ãcomparable with some element of I and with some element of I isp q
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Ã .linearly ordered it is a subset of C . Moreover, any two elements x g I ,p
Ã  .  .y g I are incomparable. It follows that L L j U L is contained inq
Ã ÃI j C or in I j C. Let us assume the first case holds. Then there existsp q
an element c g C comparable with a , b but not comparable with a , b .i 1 1 2 2
It follows that c U a , c U b and c Uu a , c Uu b . Then I contains thei 1 i 1 i 2 i 2
poset T and consequently I s T .3 3
``¥'' It follows from Lemma 4.4 above that the two-peak posets
T , T , T are of tame prinjective type and of nonpolynomial growth.1 2 3
 .Moreover, it is easy to check, using the chain reflection j I 4.3 , that anyc
proper peak subposet of the two-peak posets T , T , T is of polynomial1 2 3
growth.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 4.1. The implication b « a follows from Theorem
 .  .4.5, whereas a « b follows from Lemma 4.4.
EXAMPLE 4.6. The following two-peak posets are of tame prinjective
type, but they are not thin and not of polynomial growth.
Indeed, one can check that in the case of T and T the peak p satisfies5 6
 . X X   ..condition ) and the peak reflection posets S T , S T see 3.5 do notp p 5 p 6
contain any Nazarova's poset, but they do contain a subposet isomorphic
 .Uto N Z , marked by solid vertices in the following picture:
 X  . .Since it is easy to check using the reduction I ¬ S I 3.5 again that anyp
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proper peak subposet of T or T is of polynomial growth, the posets T5 6 5
and T are of tame prinjective type and minimal of nonpolynomial growth.6
w  .xIt follows from 16, Theorem 5.2 b that the poset T is of tame4
prinjective type and of nonpolynomial growth, because the one-peak poset
 .U  wN Z is tame of nonpolynomial growth see 11, Theorems 15.64 and
x.  .15.89 , that there exists a full faithful exact functor prin KT ª4
  .U .  .prin K N Z and the category prin KT contains a full subcategory4
  .U .which is the representation equivalent with prin K N Z .
w xUsing the results of 8 one can check that any proper subposet of T is4
of polynomial growth and, hence, T is a minimal poset of nonpolynomial4
growth.
PROBLEM 4.7. Find a complete list of minimal two-peak posets of tame
  .U 4prinjective type of nonpolynomial growth. The list T s N Z , T , . . . , T0 1 6
is not complete.
Remark 4.8. Let us observe that for any poset I isomorphic to one of
the posets T , . . . , T the following condition holds:0 6
 . I  .  .r There exist two vectors ¨ , w g N such that q ¨ s q w s 0,I I
 .  .  .b ¨ , w s yb w, ¨ s 2 and consequently q Z¨ q Zw s 0.I I I
For this purpose we note that the poset I contains at least two critical
subposets K and K X. We can take for ¨ and w the radical vectors of the
X  w x.posets K and K see 11, Section 5 .
 .Question 4.9. Is the condition r above sufficient for the nonpolyno-
mial growth of any two-peak poset I of tame prinjective type?
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